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2. Project objective

The project aims to understand the performance of the NorESM code, which is a global Earth 
system model. The main objectives are:

• Review the MPI pe mapping of the different sub-models (atmosphere, land, sea ice and ocean) 
currently used for model simulations.

• Analyze the NorESM code to identify code sections and routines to be further evaluated for 
performance optimization. 

• Propose a set of recommendations for code optimization changes based on the performance 
analysis.

3. Resource utilization

The project was conducted during 2014-H2. NSC has spent total 1 PM within this project.  The 
work was started in the middle of September, 2014 and continued till December 2014. We used the 
SNIC 2014/1-155 and SNIC 2014/8-18 resource allocations on Triolith as the compute resource for 
the project. 
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4.  Project Report

4.1  Load balancing of NorESM runs

The NorESM scaling / performance is dependent on the load balancing of different components. We
have used N20TRAERCNTRCH test case for our analysis. In NorESM Land (LND), Ice (ICE) and
Ocean (OCN) models run concurrently. Also Atmosphere (ATM) and Ocean (OCN) models run
concurrently. However LND and ICE models run sequentially with ATM model. The process layout
of  our test runs are shown in Figures 1 – 3.
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In Table 1 below we show the run times for the three different tests

tests t(s) np

Run1 632 80

Run2 544 96

Run3 425 128

Table 1

For optimized runs the ATM and OCN components should be perfectly load balanced. Also LND
and ICE components should be load balanced. In our tests OCN model is run on 36 processes. The
ATM model is run on 44, 60 and 92 processes respectively for Run1, Run2 and Run3 tests. As the
overall run time reduces with increasing no. of ATM processes we can conclude that in all these
three test cases OCN component was not the bottleneck and the ATM part was load imbalanced
compared to the OCN component. We have done TAU based profiling to see the load imbalance of
different components.

4.2  Ananlysis of the NorESM run with TAU

We have run NorESM with TAU profiler. For this we first compile the code with TAU compiler
wrapper.  When the code is run the TAU profiler library records the call time of MPI routines and
the user routines. The resulting profiles can be viewed using paraprof visualizer. In  Figure 4 we
show profile for a typical OCN process for our Run1 test case. As can be seen 32% and 31% of
times are spent respectively on MPI_Barrier and MPI_Waitany routines. This unusually high MPI
time may be due to the fact that the OCN processes are waiting for ATM processes. In Figure 5 we
show profile for a typical OCN process for Run3 test case. It can be seen that 26% and 15% of
times are spent respectively in MPI_Barrier and MPI_Waitany routines. Although the total no. of
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OCN processes have remained same between Run1 and Run3 there is reduction in MPI_Barrier and
MPI_Waitany time. The total MPI time for Run1 and Run3 tests are 85% and 75% respectively.
This  improvement  is  due  to  the  fact  that  the  OCN  processes  have  less  waiting  for  the  ATM
processes. It also seems that the very high MPI time is also due to the fact that for our test case
OCN model is run on too many no. of processes than is optimal. 

Figure 4: A typical OCN process profile for Run1 case

Figure 5: A typical OCN process profile for Run3 case



In  Figure  6 and  7 we  show  the  profile  of  typical  a  ATM  process  for  Run1  and  Run2  tests
respectively.  For  Run1 and Run2 respectively 14% and 20% of  times  are  spent  in  MPI_Bcast
routine. The increase in MPI_Bcast time is expected with increase in no. of ATM processes from
Run1 to  Run3.  It  can  be  seen  from  Figures  6 and  7 that  total  MPI  times  are  35% and  45%
respectively for Run1 and Run3. Looking at the total MPI time it seems that for this test case ATM
model has reached it's scaling limit. If we look at the non MPI routine profiles (exclusive time) in
Figures 6 and  7 it shows that  IMP_SOL and LU_FAC each take between 6 – 12 % of total run
time.  All  other  routines  have  small  contributions  to  total  run  time.  Hence  it  is  obvious  that
optimization of these routines will have very little impact on total run time. Optimizing  IMP_SOL
and  LU_FAC on the other hand might improve the run time. However there seems to be no low
hanging fruits for optimization in these routines. It seems in  LU_FAC it may be possible to use
optimized LU factorization libraries. But it will require clear understanding of the data structures
used by LU_FAC routines which is beyond the scope of this project.
  

Figure 6: A typical ATM process profile for Run1 case



5. Conclusion

We have analyzed the The NorESM code for parallel efficiency. Main improvement in NorESM run
time can come for the load balancing of the OCN and ATM components. For achieving this one
should start with “small no.” of ATM and OCN processes. The “small no.” can be guessed from
some  previous  run.  One  should  do  few short  runs  (few time  steps,  typically  5  to  10  minutes
duration) increasing processor count of one component at a time and starting with ATM component
first.  This way one can reach optimal no. of processor count for both OCN and ATM components.
We think it is possible to write some kind of a script which can automate this test process. 

There are some user defined non MPI routines, e.g., IMP_SOL and  LU_FAC which contribute
significantly to the run time. However improving these routines seems not a easy task and will
require deep understanding of the code.

During the execution of this project we have seen that configuring, building and running NorESM is
not very smooth. NorESM is built on top of CESM with few changes. While NorESM uses most of
CESM build and run scripts, the user needs to manually copy some files or need to edit some files
manually for being able to build / run NorESM properly.  In this project we have developed few
scripts which makes it easier. This scripts can be made available to the users.

Figure 7: A typical ATM process profile for Run3 case


